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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY ON THE BI-MONTHLY INTERNAL SAFETY AUDIT OF
PURNA JUNCTION STATION OF NANDED DIVISION FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY
& FEBRUARY 2016 ON 24.02.2016
S.
No.
1

Para
2.0

Subject / Topic
KL Point No. 107 protecting Saloon Siding at PAU:
NI ground lever Point connecting Saloon Siding with Road
No. 1 of PAU. Following shortfalls was noticed;
a. It was noticed that the Siding is frequently used
including night times, but provision of lighting the
Trap Indicator during night is not being done for the
reasons that usage of K.Oil is banned/stopped. The
alternate arrangement for lighting the Trap Indicator
is by providing electrical bulb connection.
b. Secondly, the white disc is provided to indicate when the
trap is ‘closed’instead of keeping knife edged target
as per SR 3.50.2, Hence, it is necessary to remove the
white target and ensure lighting provision for the
Trap Indicator by electrical connection at the earliest.
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5
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Action for
rectification

Signal Failure Register/PAU:
On 07.10.2015, from 10.00 to 14.00 hours, the PAUMQL BPAC counter not changed even after resetting.
S&T Officials have not accepted the failure memo and
replaced the defective counter. On subsequent failure
which took place between 15.35 to 15.59 hours,
Probably, this failure could have been prevented had the
S&T Officials have accepted the failure memo in the first
instance and attended the failure.
On 12.11.2015, from 02.31 to 02.50 hours, 25T dropped
and Train No. 17063 suffered a detention of 23 minutes
and the cause of the failure was written as “autorectified”,
On 14.11.2015, from 21.45 to 22.25 hours, 25T dropped
and Train No. 17020 suffered a detention of 10 minutes
and one BCNHL Goods for 40 minutes; and the cause
was written as ‘auto-rectified’ – fault not found.
For the above 3 failures, S&T Officials have written
as ‘auto-rectified’ and fault not found. It is necessary
for them to make an indepth study to prevent such
failures as any failure at a junction station like PAU
will cause hardship for smooth movements of trains,
On 03.12.2015, from 11.05 to 11.42 hours, PAU-CRU,
BPAC failed and Train No. 12485 Express was received
on PLCT and the cause of the failure was written as
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(a,c)

13.0

25.0

Unimat which arrived into station as a train movement.
On 05.12.2015, from 12.10 to 12.18 hours, VDU Panel
became blank and the cause was written as painting
work in Dy.SS/Office and the 230V IP Switch was
accidentally switched ‘off’ and as a result both the VDUs
became ‘blank’. This type of failure appears to be
more freak and it was seen at the location that the
location of IP Switch cannot be switched ‘off’
accidentally.
On 19.12.2015, from 14.35 to 15.08 hours, Point No.45
was flashing and loco of 17639 suffered a detention of 30
minutes; and the cause of the failure was written as
“Engineering Staff working without block”. It is totally
unsafe to do such type of works without proper procedure
and intimation. This will not only result in detention but
also potential danger for train / shunt movements. Failure
memo was not taken by the S&T Officials.
On 18.11.2015, at 11.50 hours, S-1 Home Signal was
cancelled for Train No. 12421 due to 70T was displaying
occupied. The records was checked and noticed that S&T
Disconnection Notice T.351 was issued from 11.38 hours to
14.00 hours due to TRR work, but ignoring the same, the
Dy.SS tried to take ‘off’ Home Signal and then cancelled
the route.
ART/MRV log/PAU:
On 18.02.2016, at 19.45 hours as per TN 2/67, movement
was given for ART to MTDI; remote hooting of siren
failed. Hence, siren was given locally.
On 08.01.2016, at 03.30 hours ART was ordered for
which the departure time is kept ‘blank’. Derailment at
PAU itself. However, it is necessary to mention the time
of departure.
Accident Register:
Last accident took place was on 08.01.2016, at 22.55 hours,
SC SLR 98721 derailed in AC siding. Sri. M.A. Baseed,
DY.SS and Sri. Dilip Kumar Pointsmen were held
responsible. SF-11 was issued for both the staff on
29.01.2016. D&AR action taken particulars are awaited.
The Dy.SS Sri. M. A. Baseed was also held responsible in
one earlier yard derailment and it is suggested to replace
this person from PAU.
Important safety equipment used for securing the loads:
Suggested to provide location Boxes at either end of the
yard for keeping the safety equipment which becomes
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necessary for securing the formation when stabled instead of
carrying them from station which not only involves
additional time but also causes inconvenience to carry heavy
material such as safety chains, clamps and padlocks.
Division may provide such location boxes at the earliest at
all important stations like AWB, NSL, J, PBN, PAU, NED,
MUE, AK, ADB etc.,
7

8

28.0

30.0

Joint Inspection of Points & Crossing Register:
Following discrepancies are noticed from last four quarter
inspections in 2015 year (1st quarter-19.3.15, 2nd quarter23.6.15, 3rd quarter-16.9.15 & 4th quarter-18.12.15).
a. The quantum of inspection carried out on single day
16.09.15 & 13.12.15 is on higher side being 35 points in
one day. Quality of Inspection is likely to get affected in
such inspection.
b. Specific observations are not being recorded against Item
of inspection. For example, under item No.1, the
condition of tongue/switch rail to be recorded regarding
wear, chipping, etc,. However, the remarks give are OK.
No specific comment has been given.
c. In Point No.45A; ‘RH tongue rail knife edge requires
reconditioning’ as mentioned in 1st, 3rd & 4th quarters
repeatedly.
d. In Point No.25A; ‘RH tongue rail floating & knife edge
also needs attention’ is mentioned in all the quarterly
inspections during 2015.
e. In Point No.27A; ‘RH stock rail burr to be removed’ is
mentioned in first three quarter inspections.
f. In Point No.42B; LH tongue rail requires reconditioning’
is mentioned in 1st, 2nd & 4th quarterly inspections.
g. In Point No.45A; ‘LH tongue rail requires
reconditioning’ is mentioned in all the quarterly
inspections.
It is understood that the defects are repeatedly
mentioned in almost all quarterly inspections; the
attention is inadequate or not done. Divisional Official
shall take necessary follow up action & closely watch,
especially in major yards like NED, PAU, AWB, AK
stations.
Caution Order Register:
PAU –MUE direction:
i) SR of 30 KMPH due to CC Apron work - Track Fit for
Traffic on Main Line at Purna station is in force from
05.08.2013 (This was brought to the notice of division
in previous inspection notes of CSO and DY.CSOs).
ii) SR of 10 KMPH due Caked Ballast on 2nd Loop Line at
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Nanded station is in force from 06.07.2013(This was
also brought into the notice of the division through
inspection reports of Dy.CSO/TFC).
Above two SRs need to be looked into and analysed for
relaxing the same.
PAU – AK direction:
i)
SR 70 KMPH is in force at KMs 932/05-04 between
MRV-BMF stations due to yielding formation from
29.04.2014.
ii)
SR 70 KMPH is in force at KMs 885/07- 887/ 06
between Nandapur-Dhamni stations due to yielding
formation from 26.11.2014.
iii) Whistle Freely due to passing of Local Public at KMs
747/00-744/00 between SVW-AK stations is in force
from 04.12.2013. This SR needs to be eliminated
since there is no justification in continuing such
restriction which addresses the LPs to whistle for 3
KMs continuously. Secondly, existence of this SR
will authorize trespassing of tracks. If at all felt
essential, a whistle board can be placed at the
location duly eliminating the SR from the Caution
Order.

DRM/NED
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Above two SRs should have been made PSRs by this time
since they exist from a long time (as much as 26 months).
9
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31.0
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At PAU yard, towards PBN end, near Point No.102, one old
EHL water reservoir is exist. This is not being used for
the last 8 years. This structure is causing visibility problems
while shunting operations are carried out. At PAU station,
already there were many yard derailments at this location.
Hence, Divisional Authorities were advised to demolish the
civil structure within a week and advise the compliance to
Headquarters.
SMR/PAU informed that there is no lighting facility near
Point Nos. 105,104 &103. It is felt appropriate to provide
lighting facility near the points since many shunting
operations takes place and also there were many preventable
yard accidents at PAU, some of them due to wrong setting
of points. Hence, suggested for provision of high-mast lights
in the yard at either end.
Inspection of Combined Crew Lobby / PAU
As per CCC/PAU, one Goods Guard Sri Bhagavan. and
one ALP Sri. Pramod Kumar were tested positive.
Non-availability of Gate mitras: Non-availability of
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Gate Mitra cases are too many during the current month
i.e., February-2016 up to the day of audit inspection i.e.,
23.2.2016; As many as 179 LPs have recorded in the
nominated register kept to write the non-availability
of Gate Mitras. Feedback is not received from the
Engineering Control.
Signal Defect Register: On 30.1.2016, LP of 57562
made a remark that at Jalna station, DN Home signal
four lunar lights glowing. Same remark mentioned on
29.1.2016 & 02.2.2016. Feedback was not given.
On 05.2.16, LP of 17064 Ajantha Express made a
remark that at MZL station, run through signals
were cleared for his train via mainline. As he is
approaching the facing point location, the DN LSS
flown back and Mainline Starter Signal became
‘caution’ from ‘Proceed’ aspect. Applied emergency
and stopped the train by that time, the train passed
LSS and stopped. SM/MZL prepared PLCT and
further dispatched the train to AKE. Feedback given
by the HYB Division was that Pointsman of AKE
operated the LSS knob to ‘normal’ when the
Dy.SS/MZL and his Pointsman were outside to
exchange to ‘all-right’ signals.
In this connection, all Divisions to sensitise all the SMs to
ensure that the panel & block instrument lock is put on
before leaving the Dy.SS Office in order to prevent any
unauthorized operation.
Sr.DME/NED informed that signal defects feedback is not
received from HYB division in spite of writing a letter on
17.2.2016.
In the staff grievances book, Welfare Inspector is
passing a remark as ‘Noted’. Staff grievances are to
be solved as early as possible.
Backup supply not available for CMS and CMS Link
also not available at times.
In the “Switching ‘ON’ mobile phone register” most of
the LPs are writing that they have switched on their
mobiles to speak with PCOR, Guard of the train etc.,
time duration is not mentioned in the register. Power
officers should cross check the timings with SPM chart to
ascertain whether the LP is speaking when the train is
idle and not in motion.
Unusual/Track Defect/Signal Defect Register:
On 19.2.16 at 20.00 hours, LP of Train No.11045 passed
a remark that he experienced ‘Jerk’ at KM 221/9-222/3
between PTU-UPR stations (MMR-PAU section). Same
was repeated to PCOR/NED at 20.40 hours by CC/PAU.
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Feedback received that ‘SSE/P.Way/PTU checked &
found nothing’. On enquiry to concerned station, the LP
given a message at UPR station at 18.41 hours.
SSE/P.Way/PTU after received a message from
Engineering Control / NED to proceed to spot by road
and checked found nothing. He has certified the track at
19.10 hours at PTU station. SSE/P.Way/PTU failed to
follow the procedure as per GR.6.07.
12.0

13.0
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Inspection of MRV / PAU:
a. Oxygen cylinder pressure gauge not working.
b. Spare oxygen cylinder last filled was on 09.1.2015 and
after that it was not checked. Replacement of Oxygen
cylinder with new one is pending which should be
closely monitored.
c. Breathalyzer equipment only one available. Spare not
available.
d. Dicta phone not working. Tape for Dictaphone is
outdated, voice recorder may be procured in its place.
e. As per MS/PAU, Kabuli tent to be replaced.
f. As per ADRM/NED and Sr.DSO/NED, remote operation
of siren from Control Office/NED not worked during
mock drill on 16.12.2015. During mock drill on
16.12.2015, MRV ordering time was wrongly mentioned
as 05.00 hours instead of 04.50 hours since departure
time from yard was at 05.00 hours & final departure from
station was at 05.16 hours.
g. 5 LPG lamps are yet to be replaced with LED lights.
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Inspection of ART / PAU
Generator No.10 was found not starting. AMC firm
Officials came and attended the generator during
inspection.
Generator No.11 was found not stopping in spite of
turning ‘off’ the switch.
Siren hooter is audible but similar type of siren is
provided in the nearby Sugar factory which is causing
confusion. Division may co-ordinate with the sugar
factory authorities to modify their siren.

14.0

DRM/NED
CMD

Running Room/PAU
Kitchen chimney not available.
R. O. water plant not available.
Reception room not available
Store room not available.

DRM/NED
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DRM/NED

DRM/NED
CME

15.0

38.0

Inspection of Point No.45B (laid in 10), 1in12 FSL, 60kg
PSC sleepers with 52kg rails laid on 10/2007 at KM
318/1-3 at PAU yard:
a. Throw of switch (opening) LH side 110mm, RH side
103mm against 115+3mm. LH side housing 2 sleepers
only & 2mm gap between tongue & stock rail at toe of
switch. Need to be attending all the items.
b. LH leading stretcher bar rubbing under bottom of rail.
c. 3 No. of chair plate screw spikes are missing in sleeper
no.11 & 12.
d. Gauge at leading portion on turn-out side i.e., station
no.5, 6, 7, 8, 9 &10 is +15mm, +20mm,
+20mm,+20MM, +20mm & +15mm respectively.
e. Versines of LH stock rail & RH tongue rails are varies
from 14mm to 23mm, (prescribed versine 12.5mm)
needs to be attended.
f. Over/under driven/Missing ERCs in leading & crossing
portion needs to be recouped /attended.
g. Combination GFN liners are missing on non gauge face
side of the outer rail in turn-out portion & rail flange is
butt to insert, caused slack gauge in leading portion. GFN
liners needs to be recouped & required continue
watching at these locations for better maintenance.
h. GR pads are missing in leading portion (5 sleepers
continuously), needs to be recouped.
i. CMS crossing portion sleeper spacing needs to be
adjusted.
j. ‘J’ type ERCs are not provided in prescribed locations
i.e., fishplate joint, GJ etc.,
k. S&T bond wires are connected to CMS crossing by Exothermic weld which is not permitted. On CMS crossings
as a part of design, separate lugs along with pre-drilled
holes are provided to facilitate connecting S&T bond
wires. (Ref: CTE/SC Lr.No.W/509/TC/Zig-zag welding,
of dated 9.3.12).

l. Weld collar painting not done for AT/SKV welds.
m. Sag at Point No.45B & 44 cross over needs to be
rectified.
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As per TMS records and cross checked and found this
point is last checked by SSE/P.Way/PAU on 28.12.15.
The existing readings are not yet all coincide. There is no
single remark was passed. Point date of laying also
mentioned on 01.03.1996.
16.0

17.0

18.0
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39.0

45.0

47.0

When the train was leaving from PF-4, it was noticed that
number of cattle are roaming freely on the platform.
SMR/PAU in co-ordination with other concerned Officials
shall take all preventive measures. This was also brought out
to the notice of the Division earlier.

Surge protector:
a. It was noticed that new surge protector is installed above
the building to protect the panel / VDU; but none of the
Officials are aware of the location of related earth pit.
b. Earth pits maintenance is very poor.
Inspection of Engineering LC Gate No.132/E between
PAU – MQL stations:
a. Gateman Sri. Chitrasen Bheemrao was available. bioData not available on board.
b. Drinking water facility not available.
c. Solar light not glowing in gate cabin.
d. Last 7 entries made in the LC Gate Register was cross
checked with PAU station and found that two – three
train PNs not tallied. Further, it was noticed that this
Gateman is telling one PN, writing one PN in the
register; his overall response & reaction appears to be
very lethargic and found that he is not fully
competent to work at Gate. Hence, ADEN and
SSE/P.Way were advised to replace this person with
other person from the Gang.
e. Road surface needs to be attended.
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f. Ambush check: Ambush check was conducted by
placing three detonators before the approach of LC Gate
to test the knowledge and response of train crew.
BCNHL Empty Goods which approached the location
bursted the detonators and the loco Crew controlled the
train speed and stopped the train after passing the LC
Gate. But, neither the LP nor the Guard was bothered
to enquire with the Gateman as to why the detonators
are kept; instead they continued their journey to PAU
where they signed ‘off’. The LP (Sri. Jungbahadur
Singh) & Guard were advised to see CSO who
acknowledged that they heard the noise of bursting
detonators and immediately contacted the Guard and
stopped the train after passing the LC Gate.
However, they agreed that they failed to enquire the
reason from the Gateman. In this connection,
concerned LI was enquired about his counseling the
LPs on this subject and understood that the LIs have
not undergone G&SR Refresher Course for many
years. Following table reveal the details of all LIs in
NED Division;
S.
No.

Headq
uarter
s
AWB

Last
attended

Next due

1

Sri. K. Narendar

2

NED

17.11.2000

17.11.2003

3

Sri.
M.B.
Sonawane
Sri. A. Subhash

NED

21.02.2004

21.02.2007

4

Sri. V. N. Sathe

AWB

27.12.2011

27.12.2014

5

Sri. Sk Ahmed Sk
M
Sri. Prem Singh V
Sri. Basant Kumar
Sri. K. Raghuram

PAU

17.6.2012

17.6.2015

MMR
KNW
NED

22.8.2006
21.5.2009
05.02.2010

22.8.2009
21.5.2012
05.02.2013

NED

08.9.2012

08.9.2015

10

Sri. K. Anand
Babu
Sri. Rajesh V

NED

08.9.2012

08.9.2015

11

Sri. A. Prabhakar

NED

20.7.2013

20.7.2016

6
7
8
9
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Name

Details not
available

12
13

Sri. R. U. Shitale
Sri. N. Jai Prakash

PAU
PAU

08.6.2013
18.6.2011

08.6.2013
18.6.2014

14

Sri. R. S. Meena

PAU

23.6.2012

23.6.2015

15

Sri. B. T. Umare

ADB

30.3.2013

30.3.2016

16

Sri. Deepak R.S.

AK

03.3.2012

03.3.2015

From the above table, it can be concluded that out of
16 LIs in the entire Division, as many as 13 LIs have
not undergone the mandatory G&SR RC Course.
Division shall ensure that all the LIs are sent for G&SR
Refresher Course at ZRTI/MLY in a timeframe.
19.0

50.0

20.0
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53.0

Inspection of Train No. 57522 PAU – PRLI Passenger
undergear examination:
General Observation:
i) Brake testing with RTR to be done properly. Brake
release time and piston stroke to be recorded in the
trolley head stock so that subsequent test results can be
compared and abnormal deviations can be noticed and
attended in time;
ii) RTR operator and supervisor to communicate using
whistle code to apply and release brakes during testing;
iii) Staff must carry all tools and gauges along with them
while examining rakes and rectify defects timely.
iv) Bogie frontage and buffer to be cleaned regularly using
high pressure jet to clear all accumulated muck. This
will enable examination of cracks in axle box, buffer
sockets etc,.
v) As a drive alarm chain pull pressure and brake cylinder
piston stroke to be adjusted to 7 – 10 kg and 32 mm
respectively.
Rolling ‘in’ examination
a. LED lights are in good working condition except the
light provided in between PF No. 1 & 2, Coaching depot
side, half of the LEDs in the panel not working (NED
side), All the LED lights on PBN end working. Rolling
‘in’ huts are available on both ends.
b. Two Nos., of NCT s are available with calibration not
due.
c. Display of instructions on Rolling ‘in’ examination are
not available at both ends of the PF whereas it is
displayed in PF Staff Room. Suggested to provide the
same near Rolling huts on both ends.
d. Dedicated staff are not provided for taking NCT
readings, the on duty Rolling in staff only are taking
NCT readings.

DRM / NED
CME

DRM / NED
CEE
CME

21.0

54.0

Inspection of Coaching Depot / PAU:
Pit extension work for 18 coaches is in progress. Drainage
line is not properly laid and is clogged at many places.
Drain inside pit to be located to one side along with pit line
wall so that, drain and man hole do not come in the way of
staff examining coaches in the pit. The existing drainage is
accident prone to be shifted at the earliest.

DRM / NED
PCE

22.0

55.0

ADEN/PAU sub sections i.e., SSE/P.Way/PAU - no records
are maintained. All records / readings are uploaded only in
TMS & no records ( as per ESO 01/2013, 6 months records
has to be kept with them to show to Inspecting Officials like
CTE, CEs, CSO or PCE) are maintained.

DRM / NED
PCE

23.0

56.0

As per TMS records Rail/Weld testing by USFD staff; date
of last checking is not mentioned. However, as per
SSE/P.Way/PAU records last rail/weld testing was done in
November’2015. Action taken columns are not updated.

DRM / NED
PCE

No. Safety. 195/Bi-MSA/1/2016/PAU

Copy to Secretary to GM for kind information of GM.
DRM/NED for information and necessary action.
COM, PCE, CSTE, CCM, CEE & CME for information.
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BI-MONTHLY SAFETY AUDIT INSPECTION OF PURNA JUNCTION STATION OF
NANDED DIVISION FOR THE PERIOD JANUARY & FEBRUARY 2016 ON 24.02.2016
Para
1.0

2.0

Subject / Topic
Inspection of Dy.SS/Office/PAU: Following staff were on duty in uniform and in
possession of valid competency certificates.
1. Sri. Susheel Kumar Sahu, ASM-Panel Operator
2. Sri. Manik Sharma,Dy.SS-Out Door
3. Sri. Vittal,N – Pointsman
4. Sri. Dilip Pandurang – Pointsman
5. Sri. Saiesh Ahire – Pointsman
6. Sri. Vijay Suryavamshi- Pointsman
7. Sri. Munjanna- Pointsman
KL Point No. 107 protecting Saloon
Siding:
There is a non-interlocked ground lever
Point connecting Saloon Siding with Road
No. 1 of PAU. Following shortfalls was
noticed;
c. It was noticed that the Siding is
frequently used including night
times, but provision of lighting the
Trap Indicator during night is not
being done for the reasons that
usage of K.Oil is banned/stopped.
The alternate arrangement for
lighting the Trap Indicator is by
providing electrical bulb connection.
d. Secondly, the photograph show that
red target is provided when the trap is
‘open’ and white disc is provided to
indicate when the trap is ‘closed’.
It is brought to the notice of the Divisional
Authorities that as per SR 3.50.2, Trap
Indicator shall show red target by day and
red light by night when the trap is in
‘open’ condition. When the trap is
‘closed’, the indicator shall show knife
edged portion during day and green light
by night. Hence, it is necessary to
remove the white target and ensure
lighting provision for the Trap
Indicator by electrical connection at the
earliest.
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3.0

For Road No.1 Parbhani end fouling mark stone missing between Saloon Siding & 1st
loop line.

4.0

SWR:
a. SWR No. 684, date of issue was 05.6.2013 and brought into force w.e.f. 19.3.2014
(after 9 months).
b. Page No.3 & 35 is replaced as per index details. Actually Page No.30 is replaced
and not Page No.35. On replaced Page No.3, it is printed as Amendment Slip No.1
of 26.12.2014 related to Para 2.6 for conversion of ‘normal’ position of LC Gate
No.176/A & 132 from ‘closed’ to road traffic to ‘open’ to road traffic.
c. On 20.8.2014, Para 2.6 (LCs) – LC 134A slide instrument is replaced with mini
panel; Para1 also modified without issuing any amendment to SWR. Safety
Certificate to this effect is also issued on 20.8.2014 and SWR assurance is also
obtained from all the Staff. It could not be understood as to why SWR assurance is
obtained when it is not issued as amendment to SWR.
d. Amendment Slip No.1 to SWR was issued on 11.01.2015 and page replacements
also took place.
e. Another amendment dated 01.01.2015 was found without number and without
contents was acknowledged by the staff w.e.f 22.01.2015. Instead, safety certificate
was found issued on the same date related to Distant Signal modification.
f. Para 4.2 Relay Room: At PAU, there are three Relay Rooms (East, West &
Central), but the same is not written in the SWR which is essential.
g. PAU is a junction station with Junction Starter Signals interlocked with respective
Advanced Starters towards AK & NED direction but provision of Calling-on
signals below Routing Starter is not provided which is required to assist
during Starter Signal failures.
h. Provision of junction arrangements i.e., interlocking Routing Starter Signals with
respective Advanced Starter Signals is not mentioned in the SWR Para 6.8.2
(failure of signals).
i. NI Panel is brought and kept 10-15 days back and it is appropriate to mention
about this provision in the SWR. It is told that wiring is completed and the
panel will be tested within 15 days. Suggested to keep the wiring ready,
especially the time required for changing over shall be as short as possible.

5.0

Signal Failure Register: From the failures that are recorded from October 2015,
following is the analysis;
October 2015
a. On 01.10.2015, from 18.05 to20.38 hours, PAU-CRU block instrument failed and 4
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trains were dealt under PLCT and the cause of the failure was written as ‘24V DC
fuse blown off’.
b. On 07.10.2015, from 10.00 to 14.00 hours, the PAU-MQL BPAC counter not
changed even after resetting.
c. Again on 07.10.2015, from 15.35 to 15.59 hours, PAU-MQL block instrument
failed and one train was dealt on PLCT. Resetting of BPAC was done since the
failure was due to the movement of 3X Machine. Though the failure memo was
prepared in the first instance, the same was not taken by the S&T Officials.
Probably, this failure could have been prevented had the S&T Officials have
accepted the failure memo in the first instance and attended the failure.
d. On 31.10.2015, from 13.25 to 13.52 hours, PAU-CRU, BPAC failed and Train No.
57561 was dealt on PLCT, resetting of the device was done and the S&T Officials
have not accepted the failure memo.
November 2015
e. On 05.11.2015, from 18.35 to 18.55 hours, 20T dropped MQL side and one Goods
train suffered 20 minutes detention and the cause of the failure was written as
‘TLGB broken’.
f. On 12.11.2015, from 02.31 to 02.50 hours, 25T dropped and Train No. 17063
suffered a detention of 23 minutes and the cause of the failure was written as
“auto-rectified”,
g. Again on 12.11.2015, from 08.00 to 08.23 hours, at the same location i.e., 25T

h.

i.

j.

k.

dropped and Train No. 57563 & 17057 suffered detention of 10/12 minutes
respectively; and the cause of failure was written as ‘auto-rectified’.
On 14.11.2015, from 21.45 to 22.25 hours, 25T dropped and Train No. 17020
suffered a detention of 10 minutes and one BCNHL Goods for 40 minutes; and the
cause was written as ‘auto-rectified’ – fault not found.
For the above 3 failures, S&T Officials have written as ‘auto-rectified’ and
fault not found. It is necessary for them to make an indepth study to prevent
such failures as any failure at a junction station like PAU will cause hardship
for smooth movements of trains,
On 22.11.2015, from 12.33 to 13.41 hours, PAU-CRU, BPAC failed for Train No.
57561 Passenger which was dealt on PLCT and the cause of the failure was written
as Unimat. Movement of Unimat or 3X Machines should not cause failure of
BPACs.
On 28.11.2015, from 07.35 to 08.18 hours, 38BT dropped and Train No. 57563
Passenger was received on Calling-on signal and the cause of the failure was
written as A2 & A1 offering high resistance.
On 29.11.2015, from 11.00 to 11.45 hours, after arrival of Train 17613 on
mainline, 38 BT dropped and Train Nos. 12485 & 17581 suffered detentions of 17
&40 minutes respectively on Home Signal and the cause of the failure was written
as D2 & D1 offering high resistance.
The failure of track circuit at the same location on the previous day i.e.,
28.11.2015 was due to other cause and for the failure on 29.11.2015 due to
other cause. Could this failure was preventable?

December 2015
l. On 03.12.2015, from 11.05 to 11.42 hours, PAU-CRU, BPAC failed and Train No.
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12485 Express was received on PLCT and the cause of the failure was written as
Unimat.
On 04.12.2015, from 12.00 to 14.00 hours, Generator No.2 out of order and the
failure was attended by AMC Staff. Is generator maintenance is also given for
AMC?
On 05.12.2015, from 12.10 to 12.18 hours, VDU Panel became blank and the
cause was written as painting work in Dy.SS/Office and the 230V IP Switch was
accidentally switched ‘off’ and as a result both the VDUs became ‘blank’. This
type of failure appears to be more freak and it was seen at the location that the
location of IP Switch cannot be switched ‘off’ accidentally. Division may
closely monitor such incidences and take all preventive measures not to recur such
type of failures as it is unsafe. Also, Division may plan to change the location of
the switch.
On 06.12.2015, from 17.57 to 18.29 hours, 10T dropped and PAU-MQL block
instrument failed and Train No. 11402 suffered a detention of 10 minutes and the
cause of the failure was written as “engineering work”.
On 13.12.2015, from 19.06 to 21.02 hours, LSS at MRV station failed and BCN
Goods was received on PLCT.
On 18.12.2015, from 12.05 to 12.46 hours, PAU-MQL block instrument failed and
Train No. 17620 was dealt on PLCT and the cause of the failure was written as
‘Unimat’. Failure memo was not taken by the S&T Officials.
On 19.12.2015, from 14.35 to 15.08 hours, Point No.45 was flashing and loco of
17639 suffered a detention of 30 minutes; and the cause of the failure was written
as “Engineering Staff working without block”. It is totally unsafe to do such type
of works without proper procedure and intimation. This will not only result in
detention but also potential danger for train / shunt movements. Failure memo was
not taken by the S&T Officials.
On 21.12.2015, from 05.10 to 06.33 hours, PAU-CRU block instrument failed and
Train No. 17619 Express suffered a detention of 20 minutes and the cause of the
failure was due to ‘no TAR buzzer’.
January 2016
On 08.01.2016, from 21.49 to 23.38 hours, PAU-CRU block instrument failed and
3 trains were dealt on PLCT. Cause of the failure was written as PTR circuit
offering high resistance.
On 16.01.2016, from 06.47 to 08.10 hours, PAU-MRV block instrument failed and
the cause was written as “unable to haul”? It is not understood that block will fail in
cases of unable to haul the load, since the arrangement exist for restoring the block
instrument to ‘normal’ by operating S-2 button with co-operation of adjacent
station SM. Also, it is not understood as to why the failure entry is made by the
ASM?
On 30.01.2016, from 11.45 to 13.05 hours, all points were flashing towards PBN
direction and Train No. 12766 suffered a detention of 65 minutes and BCN Goods
for 105 minutes and the remark was passed against the failure was ‘automatically
rectified’. This type of failure should be thoroughly investigated by the S&T
Officials as this will not only cause detention to trains but also disrupt the
smooth operations.
On 28.01.2016, from 06.15 to 07.25 hours, SPI was out of order and Train No.

57548 was detained for 30 minutes and the cause of the failure was written as bulb
fused and same replaced.
February 2016
x. On 05.02.2016, from 09.15 to 09.40 hours, SPI-48 key stuck up and Train No.
57548 suffered a detention of 25 minutes.
y. On 12.02.2016, from 13.27 to 14.00 hours, 28 BT failed and Train No. 57561 was
detained for 12 minutes. Cause of the failure was written as 2 core cable cut.
z. On 20.02.2016, from 13.35 to 14.00 hours, 26T dropped and as a result of that
Train No. 57562 suffered a detention of 10 minutes. Cause of the failed was lead
wire defective.
The failure rectification time is on high side. Following table shows the same;
Month
No. of failures
Average failure
rectification time
October 2015
4
81 minutes
November 2015
7
36.8 minutes
December 2015
8
51.7 minutes
January 2016
4
85.5 minutes
February 2016
3
27.6 minutes
Secondly, the detentions caused to coaching and goods trains due to the failures is also
on high side. Division to sensitise the concerned Officials for better upkeep of the S&T
gear and also other Officials who are responsible for causing failures due to their
negligence. Also, necessary to take up the staff responsible for preventable failures
which are preventable in nature.
6.0
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Route Cancellation Register:
a. On 07.02.2016 at 17.45 hours, S-65 signal was put back and cancelled since wrong
signals were taken ‘off’ by Pro.ASM.
b. Again on 07.02.2016, at 02.30 hours, DN BCN Empty Goods shunting was
performed treating the movement as ‘train movement’. TSR was crosschecked and
noticed no such movement is recorded which is in violation of BWM guidelines.
c. On 05.02.2016, at 23.51 hours, S-2 was put back for DN BCN Goods as per SCOR
instructions and putting back the reception signals for planning sake is not permitted
as per SR 3.36.
d. On 27.01.2016 at 22.25 hours, SH-39 was cancelled since wrongly operated by
Pro-ASM,
e. Again on 27.01.2016, at 08.25 hours, SH-56 was cancelled since wrongly operated
by Pro-ASM.
f. On 10.01.2016, at 22.00 hours, S-67 was cancelled and the reason was wrongly
operated by Pro-ASM.
g. On 26.12.2015, at 19.20 hours, Train No.12719 UP Express route was cancelled
from PF-4 due to wrong direction Starter taken ‘off’ and the cause was written as
‘no light’ in Dy.SS Office. There is one emergency light provision on the panel and
not near the table of Dy.SS where the VDU monitor is placed. The usage of panel is
very less since the VDU is used in its place by the Dy,SMs. There is every
possibility of taking ‘off’ wrong signals during power ‘off’ situation. Hence,
Division to provide the emergency light immediately on the table of Dy.SS/PF.

h. On 18.11.2015, at 11.50 hours, S-1 Home Signal was cancelled for Train No. 12421
due to 70T was displaying occupied. The records was checked and noticed that S&T
Disconnection Notice T.351 was issued from 11.38 hours to 14.00 hours due to
TRR work, but ignoring the same, the Dy.SS tried to take ‘off’ Home Signal
and then cancelled the route.
i. On 18.11.2015, at 13.05 hours, S-2 was put back and cancelled for Train No. 17640
Express due to 70T dropped due to TRR work. Engineering Officials need to be
addressed to prevent such incidences since reception signals are put back on the face
of an approaching train which is not desirable.
j. On 18.11.2015, at 11.55 hours, S-1A Calling-on Signal was used for Train No.
12421.
SMR/PAU should not allow a trainee ASM to operate independently the panel
without his personal presence. From the above incidences, it could be seen that
wrong signals were operated by the trainee ASM leading to unusual apart from
causing detention to trains. Strict vigil shall be exercised on this aspect.
7.0

Axle Counter Resetting Register:
a. On 31.7.2015, at 13.05 hours, axle counter did not clear after arrival of light engine
from Saloon Siding and the resetting was done but the failure entry was not made
in the Signal Failure Register.
b. On 03.6.2015, at 22.01 hours, axle counter was reset after departure of Train No.
57584 Passenger from 2nd loop and the failure entry was not made in the Signal
Failure Register.

8.0

Smoke Detectors in Relay Room: 4 nos. of smoke detectors in Relay Room and 3 nos.
in IPS equipment room are provided. On testing, it was found that only one of the four
in Relay Room is working.
Fire Extinguishers: Fire Extinguishers are necessary to be kept outside the Relay
Room but the same is not provided.

9.0

ART & MRV LOG :
a. On 18.02.2016, at 19.45 hours as per TN 2/67, movement was given for ART to
MTDI; remote hooting of siren failed. Hence, siren was given locally.
b. On 19.01.2016, at 08.55 hours, ART was ordered and left at 09.25 hours.
Destination station not written. It is essential to write the station to which the
ART was moved.
c. On 08.01.2016, at 03.30 hours ART was ordered for which the departure time is
kept ‘blank’. Derailment at PAU itself. However, it is necessary to mention the
time of departure.
d. On16.12.2015, at 04.55 hours, as per TN 2/66, MRV was ordered and left at 05.15
hours but the destination station column is kept ‘blank’.
e. On 01.11.2015, at 12.35 hours, vide TN 2/13, ART left at 13.15 hours and
destination station column is kept ‘blank’.
f. On 01.8.2015, at 01.25 hours, as per TN 4/46, MRV was ordered and left at 01.47
hours. However, the destination station name is not written.
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It is necessary for the SMR/PAU and TI/NED to ensure that all the columns such as;
departure time, destination station etc., are not kept ‘blank’.
10.0

Fire Alarm Panel:
The equipment is placed above the panel connecting all the 3 Relay Rooms.
Functioning was tested and found that it is responding. However, provision of the
equipment, role of SM is not understood since the related instructions are not
incorporated in SWR which is essential.

11.0

Scrutiny of train passing documents (PLCT):
T/A 1425 (line clear enquiry) was prepared for light engine at 07.15 hours with PN 75
but cancelled. T/D 1425 (PLCT) was not prepared and failure entry for which PLCT is
prepared is not made in the S&T Failure Register.

12.0

SM’s Night Inspection Register:
SNIs are being conducted as per schedule. However, it was noticed that only 3 were
conducted during January 2016 against scheduled four inspections since SMR/PAU is
Supervisory post.

13.0

Accident Register:
Last accident took place was on 08.01.2016, at 22.55 hours, SC SLR 98721 derailed in
AC siding. Sri. M.A. Baseed, DY.SS and Sri. Dilip Kumar Pointsmen were held
responsible. SF-11 was issued for both the staff on 29.01.2016. D&AR action taken
particulars are awaited. The Dy.SS Sri. M. A. Baseed was also held responsible in
one earlier yard derailment and it is suggested to replace this person from PAU.
Following are the previous unusuals occurred at Purna station:
A. Fire Incidents:
i.
06.07.2012 – Coach No.SC GS 91241 caught fire.
ii.
27.07.2012- Coach No.SC GS 88233 caught fire.
iii.
05.11.2013- Crane 144012 caught fire.
iv.
03.04.2015 Coach No.SC GS 98404 caught fire.
B. Derailments
i.
08.01.2016 - SC SLR 98721 derailed in AC siding.
ii.
21.03.2014 – SR LR 59705 derailed in New Freight Line.
iii. 08.11.2012- SC GS 98493 derailed in New Freight Line.
iv.
05.05.2013- Loco No 12572 WDG-4 derailed on Point No.37.
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v.
vi.

26.03.2012 - SC GS 00424 derailed on Point No.44
05.02.2012 – SC VPU 93890 derailed in stabled line.

From the above, it is analysed that many accidents and unusual incidences are taking
place at this station due to the negligence of the staff. Division shall make all out efforts
to sensitise the staff and take all necessary precautions to prevent such unsual incidents
in future. Also, Division to identify such staff who are repeatedly held responsible for
the yard derailments and unusual incidents and initiate action to transfer them.
14.0

TI’s Inspection Register:
It was noticed that TI/NED has not conducted any type of inspections during December
2015.

15.0

Officers Inspection Register:
Last inspection (surprise night) was conducted by Sr.DSO/NED on 22.10.2014.
Further, there is no record of other Officers having inspected at this station.

16.0

Weather Warning Register:
Acknowledgement copies were pasted in the register. It was noticed that on 02.12.2015
and on 17.11.2015 the messages were acknowledged after 2.00 hours of receipt of the
message at the station. It is not appropriate to delay in passing the information to the
concerned and Division to sensitise the Dy.SMs on this by intensive counselling.

17.0

Fog Signal Register:
a. It was updated for the period ending 31.03.16.
b. Nominated 2 Pointsmen and 2 Trackmen acknowledged in the register. 20
detonators of 02/2014 are supplied.
c. It is suggested to appoint two more fog signal men since PAU is a junction station
having three directions and also ensure to stock 60 detonators.

18.0

DM Display Board:
a. Random check is conducted regularly under record.
b. Checked telephone contact number 02452-255100 pertaining to Local Police station
and found in working condition.

19.0

Staff Gradation Register:
SIX Pointsmen were given safety gradation ’B’. These staff need to be counseled by
SMR/PAU and TI/NED for upgrading their working knowledge.

20.0

Stabled Load Register:
Noticed that BPC issuing station, Railway from where issued with date etc., is not
written many times. GLP memo books are not supplied to this station which may be
supplied at the earliest.

21.0

Signal Put back Memo Book:
a. From the records, it was noticed that on 27.12.2015, SM on panel in 07.00-11.00
hours shift, instead of starting T. No 57582 Passenger to MRV station from PF-2,
taken ‘off’ signals for T.No.57553 Passenger to CRU which was on PF-4. On
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realizing that T.No.57582 is ready, he put back the signal. SMR/PAU should
monitor the working of Dy.SS during peak hours to avoid confusion which may
lead to unsafe practices.
b. In the above incident, it would have been appropriate for the Dy.SS to receive
the AK bound Passenger on PF-4 and NED bound Passenger on PF 1 or 2, so
that both direction trains could have been dispatched simultaneously. Instead
of this, he has received the trains vice-versa involving detention in dispatch
when both the trains are ready and secondly involving cross movements. SMR
& TI should counsel on this aspect.
22.0

Calling ‘on’ Route Cancellation Register:
Calling-on route cancellation was applied during system change over from A to B.
Veedor counter number is tallied. It was noticed that time taken for such cancellations
were not written to know the efficacy of the time delay relays.

23.0

Failure Memos:
It was noticed that S&T staff are not accepting the failure memo from SM on duty
when one train failure was recorded in the failure register. In this connection, the
Division shall counsel the S&T Officials that accepting the memo and analyzing the
cause of failure is essential. If the gear is not rectified even after resetting the device/s,
the failure time will be increasing which is not desirable.

24.0

Bio-data Register:
Sri. Sk. Imran, APM is overdue for PME from 12.01.2016. Understood that he is
undergoing Pro-ASM training at ZRTI/MLY. He should be directed for PME as and
when he reports back at PAU. The medical examination for both the Pointsman and
ASM category is A-2, Hence, there is every chance that the Pro-ASM is forgotten to
send for medical after successful completion of ASM training. Hence, it is proper to
book the employee for A-2 medical immediately.

25.0

Important safety equipment used for securing the loads:
a. It is suggested to provide location Boxes at either end of the yard for keeping
the safety equipment which becomes necessary for securing the formation when
stabled instead of carrying them from station which not only involves additional
time but also causes inconvenience to carry heavy material such as safety chains,
clamps and padlocks.
b. Division may provide such location boxes at the earliest at all important stations
like AWB, NSL, J, PBN, PAU, NED, MUE, AK, ADB etc.,

26.0

Fueling Points:
PBN end area near fuelling point is in wet condition drenched with HSD oil. No fire
extinguishers were placed nearby.

27.0

One two wheeler MH 22 A F 6194 ”Honda Shine” was found parked by the side of
Signal Equipment Room on P.F.No.3.

28.0

Joint Inspection of Points & Crossing Register:
Following discrepancies are noticed from last four quarter inspections in 2015 year (1st
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quarter-19.3.15, 2nd quarter-23.6.15, 3rd quarter-16.9.15 & 4th quarter-18.12.15).
h. The quantum of inspection carried out on single day 16.09.15 & 13.12.15 is on
higher side being 35 points in one day. Quality of Inspection is likely to get
affected in such inspection.
i. Specific observations are not being recorded against Item of inspection. For
example, under item No.1, the condition of tongue/switch rail to be recorded
regarding wear, chipping, etc,. However, the remarks give are OK. No specific
comment has been given.
j. In Point No.45A; ‘RH tongue rail knife edge requires reconditioning’ as mentioned
in 1st, 3rd & 4th quarters repeatedly.
k. In Point No.25A; ‘RH tongue rail floating & knife edge also needs attention’ is
mentioned in all the quarterly inspections during 2015.
l. In Point No.27A; ‘RH stock rail burr to be removed’ is mentioned in first three
quarter inspections.
m. In Point No.42B; LH tongue rail requires reconditioning’ is mentioned in 1st, 2nd &
4th quarterly inspections.
n. In Point No.45A; ‘LH tongue rail requires reconditioning’ is mentioned in all the
quarterly inspections.
It is understood that the defects are repeatedly mentioned in almost all quarterly
inspections; the attention is inadequate or not done. Divisional Official shall take
necessary follow up action & closely watch, especially in major yards like NED,
PAU, AWB, AK stations.
29.0

Inspection of Dy.SS/Panel:
Fire Alarm Panel:
A device called Fire Alarm Panel was found kept above the panel. It is understood that
the purpose of providing this unit is that whenever fire /smoke breaks out in any of the
three Relay Rooms (East or West or Central) it will give audio-visual indication alert to
the Dy.SS. But, it was observed that instructions related to it are not incorporated
in the SWR which is essential. Station staff is ignorant about the equipment and their
role when buzzer comes.

29.1
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Temporary/loose wiring in Dy.SS room & crew lobby, same to be attended.

29.2

Overlap Route Release: It was informed that on arrival of a train 2” time is taking for
overlap route release. Causing detentions. This can be reduced to one minute with the
approval of CSTE as in case of KZJ/F cabin.

30.0

Caution Order Register:
PAU –MUE direction:
iii) SR of 30 KMPH due to CC Apron work - Track Fit for Traffic on Main Line at
Purna station is in force from 05.08.2013 (This was brought to the notice of
division in previous inspection notes of CSO and DY.CSOs).
iv) SR of 10 KMPH due Caked Ballast on 2nd Loop Line at Nanded station is in force
from 06.07.2013(This was also brought into the notice of the division through
inspection reports of Dy.CSO/TFC).
Above two SRs need to be looked into and analysed for relaxing the same.
PAU-MMR direction:
SR 15 KMPH due to reverse curve on 2nd Loop Line of Aurangabad station is in force
from 19.08.2014 – this SR may be converted into PSR since it is exist from August
2014 (18 months past).
PAU – AK direction:
iv) SR 70 KMPH is in force at KMs 932/05-04 between MRV-BMF stations due to
yielding formation from 29.04.2014.
v)
SR 70 KMPH is in force at KMs 885/07- 887/ 06 between Nandapur-Dhamni
stations due to yielding formation from 26.11.2014.
vi) Whistle Freely due to passing of Local Public at KMs 747/00-744/00 between
SVW-AK stations is in force from 04.12.2013. This SR needs to be eliminated
since there is no justification in continuing such restriction which addresses
the LPs to whistle for 3 KMs continuously. Secondly, existence of this SR
will authorize trespassing of tracks. If at all felt essential, a whistle board
can be placed at the location duly eliminating the SR from the Caution
Order.
Above two SRs should have been made PSRs by this time since they exist from a
long time (as much as 26 months).

31.0

At PAU yard, towards PBN end, near Point No.102, one old EHL water reservoir is
exist. This is not being used for the last 8 years. This structure is causing visibility
problems while shunting operations are carried out. At PAU station, already there were
many yard derailments at this location. Hence, Divisional Authorities were advised to
demolish the civil structure within a week and advise the compliance to
Headquarters.

32.0

SMR/PAU informed that there is no lighting facility near Point Nos. 105,104 &103. It
is felt appropriate to provide lighting facility near the points since many shunting
operations takes place and also there were many preventable yard accidents at PAU,
some of them due to wrong setting of points. Hence, suggested for provision of highmast lights in the yard at either end.
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33.0

S&T Department Observations:
a. Both at AWB & PAU yards, 110V DC is taken from the central panel to the end
cabins. Two months back itself it is directed that exclusive power supply shall be
provided at both the end cabins. However, this action is yet to be completed.
This work shall be completed within 10 days.
b. Track Circuit deficiencies:
It is told by SSE/Sig that there is no deficiency recorded in the register regarding
short comings in the tracks. However, on cursory inspection in the yard, it is seen
that many deficiencies are left unattended like damaged sleepers, clearance of
ballast from the rail, improper alignment of fish plates, J clips at the wrong
locations, missing liners, missing pandrol clips are seen. It was evident that joint
inspections are being carried out not seriously and adequate attention is not given by
the officials concerned. The status on compliance report shall be submitted to
Headquarters within 15 days time after completing the deficiencies.
c. Track circuit No. 30 AT, one TUB is in broken condition.
d. Only one spare un-programmed CPU card is available at PAU station where as
programmed CPU cards to be kept at each cabin i.e., East cabin, West cabin and
Central cabin for speedy restoration in case of EI failure. Compliance shall be
given within one week.
e. SSE/Sig/PAU store depot is in shabby condition. Advised to set right the materials,
properly stacked and neatly tied up. Work shall be completed within one week time.
f. Clearing of bushes near West cabin need to be done as the area prone for vandalism
and fire.
g. DC – DC convertor of 12V, Microlok-II at West Cabin noise observed. Same may
be rectified immediately.
h. Earth Values checked for class-A protection device provided on central cabin and
SM room. Found less than 1 Ohm.

34.0

Inspection of Combined Crew Lobby / PAU
a. Sri R. S. Meena, CCC/PAU was present during the inspection of lobby.
b. CC/PAU who is responsible for conducting mandatory BA test for all the LPs,
ALPs & Guards during ‘ON/OFF’ was found not following the procedure
prescribed in Fly Leaf No. 7/2013. They needs to be intensively counselled.
c. As per CCC/PAU, one Goods Guard and one ALP were tested positive and the
details are;
i. On 15.12.2015, Sri Bhagavan. M./Goods Guard/PAU during sign ’ON’ at
09.33 hours was tested ‘positive’ with 12mg/100ml with instrument
no.A202078 and record no.1323. Second check was conducted with spare
equipment no.A201546 at 09.34 hours which also proved ‘positive’ with
13mg/100ml. It was reported that the employee was issued with SF-11 by
Sr.DOM/PAU, D&AR action is under process.
ii. On 08.1.2016, Sri. Pramod Kumar, Sr.ALP/PAU, after working T. No.16594
during sign ’off’ at 23.21 hours was tested ‘positive’ with 12 mg/100mlwith
instrument no.A201546. Second check was conducted immediately with
instrument no.A202078 which also proved ‘positive’ with 11mg/100ml.
Employee was issued with SF-V on 28.1.2016 and the D&AR action is under
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process.
d. Gate mitras: Non-availability of Gate Mitra cases are too many during the current
month i.e., February-2016 up to the day of audit inspection i.e., 23.2.2016; As many
as 179 LPs have recorded in the nominated register kept to write the nonavailability of Gate Mitras. Feedback is not received from the Engineering
Control.
e. Signal Defect Register:
i. On 30.1.2016, LP of 57562 made a remark that at Jalna station, DN Home
signal four lunar lights glowing. Same remark mentioned on 29.1.2016 &
02.2.2016. Feedback was not given.
ii. On 05.2.16, LP of 17064 Ajantha Express made a remark that at MZL
station, run through signals were cleared for his train via mainline. As
he is approaching the facing point location, the DN LSS flown back and
Mainline Starter Signal became ‘caution’ from ‘Proceed’ aspect.
Applied emergency and stopped the train by that time, the train passed
LSS and stopped. SM/MZL prepared PLCT and further dispatched the
train to AKE. Feedback given by the HYB Division was that Pointsman
of AKE operated the LSS knob to ‘normal’ when the Dy.SS/MZL and
his Pointsman were outside to exchange to ‘all-right’ signals.
In this connection, all Divisions to sensitise all the SMs to ensure that
the panel & block instrument lock is put on before leaving the Dy.SS
Office in order to prevent any unauthorized operation.
Sr.DME/NED informed that signal defects feedback is not received from HYB
division in spite of writing a letter on 17.2.2016.
iii.

f.
g.

h.

i.

j.
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On 17.12.15, LP of 57582 between NVCM-HNL section, at HNL station UP
Home Signal was put back and given three times. As per S&T feedback
DSTE/NED was testing the signal. Testing the signal on the face of
approaching trains is incorrect and Division need to bring it to the
awareness of all Officers and Officials.
In the staff grievances book, Welfare Inspector is passing a remark as ‘Noted’.
Staff grievances are to be solved as early as possible.
Most of the coaching trains are worked by Goods LPs who are not screened and
moreover their Safety gradation is ‘B’ who are not permitted to work coaching
trains, example Sri. SK. Naium, GLP/PAU, ’B’ grade unscreened LP worked T. No.
57542 etc.,
Single P.R cases are more in the month of February 2016, example Sri. Umesh
Kumar, ALP/PAU. Sri. Manish Kumar Meena/Shunter/PAU during the month of
January 2016, only 3 PRs of 22 hrs each instead of 5.
Backup supply not available for CMS and CMS Link also not available at
times, Example
On 28.8.2015 from 09.50 hrs to 13.30 hrs link not available.
On 26.8.2015 from 09.00 hrs to 09.20 hrs power failure.
On 06.12.2015 from 14.00 hrs to 18.30 hrs power failure.
In the “Switching ‘ON’ mobile phone register” most of the LPs are writing that they

have switched on their mobiles to speak with PCOR, Guard of the train etc., time
duration is not mentioned in the register. Power officers should cross check the
timings with SPM chart to ascertain whether the LP is speaking when the train is
idle and not in motion. During the month of the above said register December 2015 & January -2016 nobody mention in the register regarding switching on
mobile phone.
k. Unusual/Track Defect/Signal Defect Register:
On 19.2.16 at 20.00 hours, LP of Train No.11045 passed a remark that he
experienced ‘Jerk’ at KM 221/9-222/3 between PTU-UPR stations (MMR-PAU
section). Same was repeated to PCOR/NED at 20.40 hours by CC/PAU. Feedback
received that ‘SSE/P.Way/PTU checked & found nothing’. On enquiry to concerned
station, the LP given a message at UPR station at 18.41 hours. SSE/P.Way/PTU
after received a message from Engineering Control / NED to proceed to spot by
road and checked found nothing. He has certified the track at 19.10 hours at PTU
station. SSE/P.Way/PTU failed to follow the procedure as per GR.6.07.
l. Staff Grievance Register: Separate register for General category and separate
register for SC/ST is not maintained. Staff complaints written by LP/ALPs and CCC
mentioned that ‘Noted’ but action taken is not mentioned. Personal / Welfare
Inspector of the Division is not visiting the lobby and not perusing the records.
35.0

Inspection of MRV / PAU:
h. Oxygen cylinder pressure gauge not working.
i. Spare oxygen cylinder last filled was on 09.1.2015 and after that it was not checked.
Replacement of Oxygen cylinder with new one is pending which should be closely
monitored.
j. Breathalyzer equipment only one available. Spare not available.
k. Dicta phone not working. Tape for Dictaphone is outdated, voice recorder may be
procured in its place.
l. As per MS/PAU, Kabuli tent to be replaced.
m. As per ADRM/NED and Sr.DSO/NED, remote operation of siren from Control
Office/NED not worked during mock drill on 16.12.2015. During mock drill on
16.12.2015, MRV ordering time was wrongly mentioned as 05.00 hours instead of
04.50 hours since departure time from yard was at 05.00 hours & final departure
from station was at 05.16 hours.
n. 5 LPG lamps are yet to be replaced with LED lights.
o. Inflatable air bags available and working.
p. Cutter, Spreader, combi-tool available and in working condition. Electrically driven
and Petrol driven hacksaw are in good working condition.
q. ASKA water mist available and spare cylinders of gas also available. AMC will
become due on 28.02.16.
r. Hydraulic jacks working, oxygen and DA cylinders are secured properly.
s. Gum boots rain coats, scoop type stretcher folding type stretchers are available.
t. First-aid box not available.
u. Points leading to MRV & ART Siding: As per the instructions of Headquarters,
the points leading to MRV / ART Siding shall be tested once in a week and a record
to that effect shall be kept. Accordingly, Point NOs 33,34 & 37 are being tested
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regularly.
v. MRV coach No. 92452 & 085207 was checked. All the lights & fans were in
working condition. However, in store cabin vibration in 1 fan noticed. All the DC
fans in MRV may be replaced with BLDC fans, in the interest of fire safety as dc
fans are prone to sparking on account of carbon brush wear.
36.0

Inspection of ART / PAU
a. Generator No.10 was found not starting. AMC firm Officials came and attended the
generator during inspection.
b. Generator No.11 was found not stopping in spite of turning ‘off’ the switch.
c. Last joint inspection was done on 04.09.15
d. First aid box replenished on 12.12.15 due on 11.03.16.
e. 20 nos. of detonators available with expiry date 11/18.
f. Wire rope testing due on17.03.16 calibration of gauges due on 18.03.16.
g. Oxygen cylinders 4 and DA cylinders are in fully loaded condition and properly
secured. The cutogen gas pipes are provided with back flame arresters.
h. Siren hooter is audible but similar type of siren is provided in the nearby Sugar
factory which is causing confusion. Division may co-ordinate with the sugar factory
authorities to modify their siren.
i. Towing equipment available and in working condition, manila rope available,
aluminum ladder are available.
j. SC ART 080261 is due for POH, return date 02/16, same to be monitored for POH
attention.
k. SE BRN 160479, SEBRN 160261 are fitted with positive locking pin arrangement.
Engineering Department Observations:
a. Engineering Tool Van at PAU was inspected along with Mr. Sankar, ADEN/PAU.
b. The standard list of equipment of P.Way materials, tools & plant containing
prescribed scale and quantity available along with remarks is enclosed as AnnexureI.
c. The salient points are as under :
1. Fish Plate 60 Kg against prescribed scale of 20 numbers available quantity is
zero. This may be recouped immediately.
2. NS Bolts 25 mm dia, 150 mm long against scale of 100 numbers only 45 is
available. This may be recouped immediately.
3. Two sets of Walkie Talkie have been provided on 02.04.15 as per instructions
by divisional officers during inspection on 17.02.15. However, this Walkie
Talkie is not in usable condition as channels are yet to be set by S&T staff.
4. It was advised to paste a table on the first page of register to indicate the
frequency of inspections prescribed for various officials.
5. Inspection details by officers of division / Headquarters was found to be as
under:
S.
Date of
Officer
Important Items
No. Inspection
One of the major observations of
inspection is as under;
1
08.01.16
Dy.CSO/S&T/SC
Abrasive Rail Cutter two
numbers have taken to work site.
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2
17.02.15

3
01.08.14
4
04.09.15
5
27.07.13

Complied on 9.1.16. This should
be avoided.
Half yearly Joint Two sets of walkie talkie to be
Inspection done by provided. Complied on 2.4.15.
Sr.DSO,
Sr.DME,
ACMs, Sr.DEN/Coord,
Sr.DEE,
Sr.DSTE
Joint Half Yearly
Inspection done by
-Sr.DEN/Co-ord,
Sr.DSO, Sr.DME
Joint Inspection by
Sr.DEN/Co-ord,
-Sr.DSO,
Sr.DSTE,
Sr.DEE
Sr.DEN/Co-ord,
Sr.DSO,
Sr.DME,
-Sr.DSTE, Sr.DEE

6

Sr.DEN/Co-ord,
Sr.DSO,
Sr.DSTE,
03.01.14
Sr.DEE,
CMS,
Sr.DME
6. Inspection details of ADEN/PAU, SSE/PAU & JE/PAU as under:
ADEN/PAU SSE/PAU
JE/PAU
12.02.16
Nov, 2015 Feb, 2016
11.05.15
Oct, 2015
Dec, 2015
June, 2015
------29.05.15
------02.04.15
------SSE/PAU & JE/PAU are not indicating date of inspection. This practice needs to be
stopped and inspection date must be recorded by inspecting official.
7. Electrical Department Observations: Checked the equipments in ART Generator
& equipment Van coach No. 080261 and found all the standard tools & equipments
are available. DG sets of 15 KVA & 1.5 KVA were switched ON and tested on load
and found in working condition.
37.0

Inspection of Running Room
a. Crew from AK, AWB, ADB, KCG & NZB Depots occupy the Running Room.
b. Running room capacity :No. of beds
= 55
No. of single/Double bed cubicles = 52/3
No. of beds in dormitory type
= NIL
Average occupancy 64 crew
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c.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.
i.
j.

38.0
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Peak occupation time
= 00.00 hours to 06.00 hours
Peak occupancy
= 52 crew
Facilities provided: One shoe shining machine, One 15 KVA Diesel Generator,
02 Walkie-Talkie chargers, Centralized Air cooling system with spare Desert
coolers, Water cooler, Meditation room (under renovation), Separate
Refrigerator for Veg and Non Veg, News papers and magazine, Lockers,Leg
Massager,Hand drier, Weighing Machine.
Linen position: Bed sheets = 803 nos.
Bed covers = 090 nos.
Pillows =
087 nos.
Pillows covers =332nos.
Mosquito nets =117 nos.
Woolen blankets =176 nos.
Foam mattresses =45 nos.
Register maintained: Bed occupation register, Feedback register, Complaint
register, Duty roster of out sourced staff, Supervisors inspection register,
Officers inspection register, Staff attendance register, Pest control register,
Fire fighting demonstration register, TDS checking register.
Following deficiencies are noticed:
Kitchen chimney not available.
R. O. water plant not available.
Reception room not available
Store room not available.
Complaint book was perused and noticed that 13 complaints were written up to
September 2015, of which 3 for Bed sheets; Food – 4 and Misc – 6.
Staff attendance register is not signed by CLI.
New washing machines need to be processed against condemnation.
The Hot water in Bath rooms of old block is of solar water heater. The solar water
heater pipe line may be extended to Bath rooms of new block too.

Inspection of Point No.45B (laid in 10), 1in12 FSL, 60kg PSC sleepers with 52kg
rails laid on 10/2007 at KM 318/1-3 at PAU yard:
n. Throw of switch (opening) LH side 110mm, RH side 103mm against 115+3mm.
LH side housing 2 sleepers only & 2mm gap between tongue & stock rail at toe of
switch. Need to be attending all the items.
o. LH leading stretcher bar rubbing under bottom of rail.
p. 3 No. of chair plate screw spikes are missing in sleeper no.11 & 12.
q. Gauge at leading portion on turn-out side i.e., station no.5, 6, 7, 8, 9 &10 is +15mm,
+20mm, +20mm,+20MM, +20mm & +15mm respectively.
r. Versines of LH stock rail & RH tongue rails are varies from 14mm to 23mm,
(prescribed versine 12.5mm) needs to be attended.
s. Over/under driven/Missing ERCs in leading & crossing portion needs to be
recouped /attended.
t. Combination GFN liners are missing on non gauge face side of the outer rail in
turn-out portion & rail flange is butt to insert, caused slack gauge in leading portion.
GFN liners needs to be recouped & required continue watching at these locations
for better maintenance.

u. GR pads are missing in leading portion (5 sleepers continuously), needs to be
recouped.
v. CMS crossing portion sleeper spacing needs to be adjusted.
w. ‘J’ type ERCs are not provided in prescribed locations i.e., fishplate joint, GJ etc.,
x. S&T bond wires are connected to CMS crossing by Exo-thermic weld which is not
permitted. On CMS crossings as a part of design, separate lugs along with predrilled holes are provided to facilitate connecting S&T bond wires. (Ref: CTE/SC
Lr.No.W/509/TC/Zig-zag welding, of dated 9.3.12).

y. Weld collar painting not done for AT/SKV welds.
z. Sag at Point No.45B & 44 cross over needs to be rectified.
As per TMS records and cross checked and found this point is last checked by
SSE/P.Way/PAU on 28.12.15. The existing readings are not yet all coincide. There
is no single remark was passed. Point date of laying also mentioned on 01.03.1996.
39.0

When the train was leaving from PF-4, it was noticed that number of cattle are roaming
freely on the platform. SMR/PAU in co-ordination with other concerned Officials shall
take all preventive measures.

40.0

Earth pits are not available on platforms, it was informed that the earth pit available
on platforms got buried due to raising of platform level. It is necessary that
availability of earth pits and earthing leads needs verification and hence, new earth pits
to be provided and connected on platforms. The earth resistance is to be measured once
in a year during dry day & dry season.

41.0

The refreshment room on platform no.1 is having temporary wires. A switch board with
burnt out socket is also available. The old wiring appears decades old and hence
rewiring has to be planned & carried out.
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42.0

In circulating area, 3 nos. of earth pits are available for the High Mast. It seems that
earth pits are not being checked for its effectiveness as earth resistance values and
date checked are not painted on the earth pits. Earth register was not available for
verification.

43.0

The SSE & staff are not aware of availability of earth megger. The earth resistance
test megger brought subsequently was showing erratic readings, same has to be
repaired & calibrated or replaced.

44.0

At MUE end, on platform, loose wire is taken from one pole to other pole due to
defective underground cable. Same to be removed and cable laid. Loose and hanging
wires on platform should be avoided.

45.0

Surge protector:
c. It was noticed that new surge protector is installed above the building to protect the
panel / VDU; but none of the Officials are aware of the location of related earth
pit.

d. Earth pits maintenance is very poor.
46.0
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Inspection of Substation:

a. Non standard Anti-climbing devices have been used on pole structure, which will
not prevent climbing. Proper anti-climbing devices shall be used.

b. Locking arrangement for isolator operating handle is not available. Locking
arrangements have to be provided for isolator operating handles immediately.
Isolators are to be locked in ‘open’ or ‘close’ condition as desired to ensure that
unauthorized personnel do not switch ‘ON’ giving rise to electrical accidents or
switch off electricity leading to security threats.

c. Officers, supervisor & staff are not aware of the Earthing arrangement to be
followed for earthing the Lightning arrestor in the substation. The earthing should
be done without any joints in earth wire to keep earth resistance to a minimum
value. The staff are also unaware of the complete earth connection circuit in substation.
Clause no. 92 of I.E Rules is reproduced below.
(1)

(2)

The owner of every overhead line (sub-station or generating station) which
is so exposed as to be liable to injury from lightning shall adopted efficient
means for diverting to earth any electrical surges due to lightning.
The earthing lead for any lightning arrestor shall not pass through any iron
or steel pipe, but shall be taken as directly as possible from the lightningarrestor to a separate earth electrode and/or junction of the earth mat already
provided for the high and extra high-voltage sub-station subject to the
avoidance of bends wherever practicable.
( Note- A vertical ground electrode shall be connected to this junction of the
earth mat)

Neither earthing stations of the outdoor substations have been marked nor a drawing of
earthing scheme provided in the substation. An earthing drawing sketch has to be
prepared and displayed in the substation. Complete review of earthing system of the
substation shall be made and it should be ensured that earthing stations properly
identified are provided at the earliest including proper earthing for lightning arrestor.
d. The fencing of the substation is not connected to earth, same has to be connected.
e. First aid box is available in the substation, it was checked by ADMO/PAU on
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22/02/16 with due date of check 21/05/16, same has to be ensured.
f. The substation room is not kept clean, lot of defective/scrap is available, same has
to be cleared.

g. The instructions on shock treatment is displayed on the wall in an inaccessible
location. Same should be shifted to a location near main door of the building so that
it is easily visible for reading.

47.0

Inspection of Engineering LC Gate No.132/E between PAU – MQL stations:
g. Gateman Sri. Chitrasen Bheemrao was available.
h. TVUs 4988, date of census 03/2015 and O&E 12.3.15.
i. Sri. Chitra Sen, bio-Data not available on board.
j. Drinking water facility not available.
k. Solar light not glowing in gate cabin.
l. Tractor no. MH-22, X-1821 passing the LC gate. Tractor driver Sri. Bhagavan not
having the driving license, RC book, pollution certificate etc.,

m. Last 7 entries made in the LC Gate Register was cross checked with PAU
station and found that two – three train PNs not tallied. Further, it was noticed
that this Gateman is telling one PN, writing one PN in the register; his overall
response & reaction appears to be very lethargic and found that he is not fully
competent to work at Gate. Hence, ADEN and SSE/P.Way were advised to
replace this person with other person from the Gang.
n. Road surface needs to be attended.
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o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.

v.

w.

Mechanical bell/hooter not provided.
Wooden check nose blocks not provided at end of check rails on either end.
Vertical clearances of LBs more than 1.0m, need to be attended.
Gate lodge side; two roads are existing but gate warning boards are provided for
one side road only.
Lateral distances of speed breakers from gate post is less than 10.0m against
minimum 20.0m on both sides.
Check rails are lower than running rails about 10-15mm against same level.
Large numbers of rail closure pieces are kept opposite to gate lodge, needs to be
removed since village is very close to LC Gate and every possibility of miscreant
activity is possible.
From gate lodge; PAU end cutting is exist very close to village. Kutcha roads are
available on either side of running track. Barricading to be provided to avoid any
infringements from outside. It is very unsafe. Advised to division to ensure that at
these type of locations, barricading may be provided.
Ambush check: Ambush check was conducted by placing three detonators before
the approach of LC Gate to test the knowledge and response of train crew. BCNHL
Empty Goods which approached the location bursted the detonators and the loco
Crew controlled the train speed and stopped the train after passing the LC Gate.
But, neither the LP nor the Guard was bothered to enquire with the Gateman
as to why the detonators are kept; instead they continued their journey to PAU
where they signed ‘off’. The LP (Sri. Jungbahadur Singh) & Guard were
advised to see CSO who acknowledged that they heard the noise of bursting
detonators and immediately contacted the Guard and stopped the train after
passing the LC Gate. However, they agreed that they failed to enquire the
reason from the Gateman. In this connection, concerned LI was enquired
about his counseling the LPs on this subject and understood that the LIs have
not undergone G&SR Refresher Course for many years. Following table reveal
the details of all LIs in NED Division;
S.
No
.
1
2
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Name

Headquarters

Sri. K. Narendar
Sri. M.B. Sonawane

AWB
NED

Last
attended

Next due

Details not available
17.11.2000 17.11.2003

3 Sri. A. Subhash
NED
21.02.2004 21.02.2007
4 Sri. V. N. Sathe
AWB
27.12.2011 27.12.2014
5 Sri. Sk Ahmed Sk M
PAU
17.6.2012
17.6.2015
6 Sri. Prem Singh V
MMR
22.8.2006
22.8.2009
7 Sri. Basant Kumar
KNW
21.5.2009
21.5.2012
8 Sri. K. Raghuram
NED
05.02.2010 05.02.2013
9 Sri. K. Anand Babu
NED
08.9.2012
08.9.2015
10 Sri. Rajesh V
NED
08.9.2012
08.9.2015
11 Sri. A. Prabhakar
NED
20.7.2013
20.7.2016
12 Sri. R. U. Shitale
PAU
08.6.2013
08.6.2013
13 Sri. N. Jai Prakash
PAU
18.6.2011
18.6.2014
14 Sri. R. S. Meena
PAU
23.6.2012
23.6.2015
15 Sri. B. T. Umare
ADB
30.3.2013
30.3.2016
16 Sri. Deepak R.S.
AK
03.3.2012
03.3.2015
From the above table, it can be concluded that out of 16 LIs in the entire
Division, as many as 13 LIs have not undergone the mandatory G&SR RC
Course. Division shall ensure that all the LIs are sent for G&SR Refresher Course
at ZRTI/MLY in a timeframe.
48.0
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Various checks made:
a. ACP apparatus was tested in Train No. 57512 Passenger (PBN-NED) arrived on
road 1 was checked at 10.20 hours and found that in SC GS 041467 not working,
SC WGSCN 98339 Indicator light not working , SC GSCN
91270 Not working,
SC GS 10447 Indicator lamp not glowing.
b. Train no 17640 AK-KCG inter-city express on RD-4 arrived at 12.45 Hours Rolling
‘in’ examination attended by staff and NCT reading recorded. Average temp is 5349 degrees. ICC pulled for the following coaches
SC WGSCZ 15602 - working.
SC WGSCZ 15601 – working
SC ACCZ 99151 working and 2 Fire Extinguishers available & no schedule
due.
c. Freight train examination
Train no BTPN Empty T E no 70373 WDG4D/ IZN LOAD 50+2
BPC No. 001855 KRCA/BRC/W.RLY/100% CC issued on 08.02.16
Validity 6000 KMs/30 days whichever is earlier. From CHZ-PNV
Guard Sri. F. EUZINE/NZB, L P Sri. R. C. Meena/GLP/NZB, ALP Sri.
Mukesh Kumar/NZB crew are not due for G&SR RC / technical and medical.
GLP checking was done on 23.02.16, completed 3354 KMs.
Following deficiencies were noticed;
1. ECR BTPN 40101159085 residual oil dripping ARRESTED.
2. NR BTPN 95191 decanting valve dummy cap missing.
3. NCR BTPN 4013114525 IOP D V isolated condition.
4. All the Empty / load levers are set in incorrect position.
5. Sealing with non-metallic (plastic) material including wire is being done as per
the guidelines and instructions initiated by Safety Branch.
d. Inspection of coaching rake No. 57581/57551 on pitline:
1. Load 9 coaches placed in pit line at 12.00 hours and T431 was issued by Dy.

2.
3.
4.
5.

49.0

Rake check of Train No. 57522 Passenger on pitline:
S.
No.

Coach No.

1.

SC SLR 00744
POH: TPYS
10/03/15
R/D: 10/16
IOH: NED
13/01/16

i)

SC GS 06414
POH: LGDS
28/03/15
R/D: 11/16
IOH: PAU
20/12/15

i)

SC GS 97457
POH: LGDS
28/07/14
R/D: 03/16
IOH: BZA
31/05/15

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

2.

3.
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SS. Line block Memo issued by P M depot TXR from Pit line to Dy.SS on
duty.
Rake was properly secured.
Rake tested with Light Engine since Pit Line work is under process RTR could
not be connected for brake power.
8 members staff were distributed, One trimmer/pipeline fitter, three for Interior
attention and Four technicians to work undergear.
Damages noticed and attended are;
SC SLR 98719 in BV Fire Extinguishers are due for replacement which
were replaced, quarterly schedule due on 23.02.16 replaced with another set.
2 nos. of Brake shoe bolts slack which are tightened.
SC GS 1 2460, L2 buffer bolt slack tightened.
SC GS 92496 L/Trolley Anchor link stud slack tightened.
SC GS 96485 PEASD defective, attended.
SC GS 98424 R2 Anchor link stud slack tightened.
SC GS 05453 R5, R6 B/ shoe key slack tightened.
SC GS 06439 L2 buffer bolt slack tightened.
SC GS 96403 L2 Tower bolt eye bent straightened.
SC SLR 98711 R1 anchor link stud slack tightened.
ACP done on each coach the readings noted found the force is within the
limits 6.5 to 10Kgs.

Remarks

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Mirror frames missing near door way wash basin; Mirror
is held with improvised clamps;
Doorway light cover deficient;
Floor under berth require cleaning;
Guard toilet epoxy floor has cracked.
Dog box floor to be cleaned properly
BP & FP gauges are not calibrated showing 5.2 and
6.2kg/cm2 respectively.
Graffiti is covered by a coat of paint instead of removing
graffiti using stain remover;
In LAV 1 to 4 mirrors are missing;
Floor under berths require cleaning
Lamp cover deficient in toilets.
Doorway NED end LP sheet near wash basin require
replacement. .
LAV roof requires painting;
Roof cleaning required;
In LAV 1 & 2 mirror missing;
Coach is due for POH and to be detached for POH;

4.

SC GS 98415
POH: LGDS
14/10/14
R/D: 05/16
IOH: NED
22/07/15

5.

SC GS 97484
POH: LGDS
18/12/14
R/D: 07/16
IOH: HYB
28/11/15
SC GS 95417
POH: LGDS
11/07/14
R/D: 08/16
IOH: HYB
05/09/15

6.
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i) LAV 3 PVC peeled off near squat pan edges and require
to be pasted;
ii) Stains on the door way LP sheet on PBN end;
iii) PVC floor skirt patched with limpet;
iv) At seat no. 81, Rexene to be changed;
v) LAV door 2 has multiple patches to be changed with a
new one;
vi) LAV 2 mirror is deficient;
vii) PVC at squat pan edge peeled off in LAV 1 & 2 and to be
pasted.
i) In LAV 1 roof cleaning required;
ii) Roof graffiti to be painted with satin blue;
iii) PVC joint gaps to be welded;
iv) At berth no. 82, Rexene patch is not done properly and
patch has come out.
i) Graffiti in lavatory is painted with satin blue colour
instead of cleaning with stain remover.
ii) PVC below berths peeled off;
iii) Roof cleaning required;
iv) Mirrors deficient in LAV 2, 3 & 4.

7.

SC GS 12556
POH: LGDS
02/13/15
R/D: 10/16
IOH: PAU
27/12/15

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

8.

SC GS 03420
POH: LGDS
13/10/14
R/D: 05/16
IOH: PAU
13/07/15

i) Pest control treatment required as small cockroaches were
seen near toilet area;
ii) Mirror missing in all Lavatories;
iii) PBN end wash basin lamp fitting missing;
iv) Door way LP patches are irregular in shape;
v) Berth Rexene peeled off at many locations;
vi) Buffing required at SS items;
vii) PVC started peeled off from squat pan edge;

LAV 3 & 4 vention shutters are missing;
PVC sheet started coming out of squat pan edge;
Advertisement stickers to be removed;
At seat no;6 Rexene torn and patch to be replaced;
In LAV 2 mirror deficient.
Buffing required for SS items.

9.

SC SLR 93746
POH: LGDS
27/08/15
R/D: 03/17

i) Dog box require cleaning;
ii) Both FP and BP gauges were calibrated and due on
19.05.2016.
iii) Brown LP sheet patched over star dust grey colour LP
sheet in the passage portion;

General Observations:
Though the general cleanliness is good, further
improvement is required in the following areas;
i) Floor under the berth require cleaning using scrubber machine;
ii) SS items like wash basins, toilet squat pans require regular buffing to restore
shine;
iii) Graffiti to be removed using stain remover and not to be painted over.
iv) A group award of Rs.2000/- is sanctioned for the cleanliness of rake inspected
and in general cleanliness of coaching depot premises.
50.0

Train No. 57522 PAU – PRLI Passenger undergear examination:
S.
No.
1.
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Coach No.
SC SLR 00744
POH: TPYS
10/03/15
R/D: 10/16
IOH: NED
13/01/16

Piston strokes
SC end AWB end
30/32
32/32

ACP
tested
8 Kgs

2.

SC GS 06414
POH: LGDS
28/03/15
R/D: 11/16
IOH: PAU
20/12/15

32/32

28/32

18 Kgs

3.

SC GS 97457
POH: LGDS
28/07/14
R/D: 03/16

32/28

32/28

18 kgs

Remarks
vii) AWB end trailing
wheel and trialing
brake beam APD
missing.
viii) Commode
chute
rubbing
against
wheel flange and
punctured.
ix) PEV end brake
cylinder dust shield
worked out.
x) In correct link pins
provided on hand
brake levers.
vi) SC end water
seepage
from
trough floor on
bogie
compartments.
vii) AWB end trailing
end piston stroke is
28 mm.
viii) ACP is operated @
18 kgs.
v) AWB end trolley
both side shock
absorber
bolts
loose.

IOH: BZA
31/05/15
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4.

SC GS 98415
POH: LGDS
14/10/14
R/D: 05/16
IOH: NED
22/07/15

28/32

32/28

18 kgs

5.

SC GS 97484
POH: LGDS
18/12/14
R/D: 07/16
IOH: HYB
28/11/15

32/30

28/32

17 kgs

6.

SC GS 95417
POH: LGDS
11/07/14
R/D: 08/16
IOH: HYB
05/09/15

32/32

30/25

19 kgs

7.

SC GS 12556
POH: LGDS
02/13/15
R/D: 10/16
IOH: PAU

32/32

32/50

8 kgs

vi) SC end center pivot
dust shied cover
missing.
vii) AWB end leading
piston stroke is 28
mm instead of 32
mm.
i) AWB end trolley
both shock absorber
bolts loose.
ii) SC leading end
piston stroke is 28
mm and AWB
leading end is 28
mm instead of 32
mm;
iii) ACP operated at 18
kgs.
i) SC end trolley left
side shock absorber
bolt
split
pin
missing.
ii) Piston stroke at SC
trailing end - 30
mm and AWB
trailing end - 28
mm;
iii) ACP operated at 17
kgs;
i) Modified
crown
pads were provided
and
same
are
hanging due to
missing of few bolts
and at few places
bolts were tack
welded.
ii) Piston stroke at
AWB trailing end –
25 mm;
iii) ACP operated at 19
kgs;
i) Modified
crown
pads were provided
and
some
are
hanging due to
missing of few bolts

27/12/15

ii)

8.

9.

SC GS 03420
POH: LGDS
13/10/14
R/D: 05/16
IOH: PAU
13/07/15

32/30

SC SLR 93746
POH: LGDS
27/08/15
R/D: 03/17

32/32

32/32

5 kgs

i)

ii)

32/32

10 kgs

i)

and at few places
bolts were tack
welded;
Piston stroke at
AWB leading end –
50 mm instead of
32 mm.
Train pipe isolation
cock to PEASD is
in
isolated
condition.
Piston stroke at SC
trailing end – 30
mm;
DV wire rope for
release of brakes is
broken and same is
tied with temporary
wire.

General Observation:
vi)
Brake testing with RTR to be done properly. Brake release time and piston
stroke to be recorded in the trolley head stock so that subsequent test results can
be compared and abnormal deviations can be noticed and attended in time;
vii)
RTR operator and supervisor to communicate using whistle code to apply and
release brakes during testing;
viii) Staff must carry all tools and gauges along with them while examining rakes
and rectify defects timely.
ix)
Bogie frontage and buffer to be cleaned regularly using high pressure jet to
clear all accumulated muck. This will enable examination of cracks in axle
box, buffer sockets etc,.
x)
As a drive alarm chain pull pressure and brake cylinder piston stroke to be
adjusted to 7 – 10 kg and 32 mm respectively.
51.0

Records checked in Pitline examination:
a. ICC pulling forces not being recorded.
b. Coaches locking register in pitline after attention is being monitored.
c. Wheel defects are closely monitored in trip schedule and ‘A’ schedule
(monthly).
d. Pit line having side lights and sufficient lighting is not available.
e. No lights in pit for checking undergear from pit. Cap lamps are used by the staff
attending pit examination.
f. Pit flooring is uneven, drainage facility is also poor. It is under attention.

52.0

Inspection of IOH:
IOH is being done in this depot and total holdings are 90 coaches. One express
train of 12 coaches (non daily) and 8 passenger coaches of 9 coaches each.
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10 coaches per month is the target of the Depot. Sufficient items available in the
Depot store.
This store is being assisted by the main store from NED depot.
53.0

Rolling ‘in’ examination
e. LED lights are in good working condition except the light provided in between PF
No. 1 & 2, Coaching depot side, half of the LEDs in the panel not working (NED
side), All the LED lights on PBN end working. Rolling ‘in’ huts are available on
both ends.
f. Two Nos., of NCT s are available with calibration not due.
g. Display of instructions on Rolling ‘in’ examination are not available at both ends
of the PF whereas it is displayed in PF Staff Room. Suggested to provide the same
near Rolling huts on both ends .
h. Dedicated staff are not provided for taking NCT readings, the on duty Rolling in
staff only are taking NCT readings.
i. NCT reading is recorded for all the trains which stop more than 15 minutes and the
terminating trains were treated for NCT readings.

54.0

Inspection of Coaching Depot/PAU:
a. New Office complex was inaugurated on 28.02.2014. Shifting of stores is yet to be
completed which may be taken up on priority.
b. There is no water supply in staff room. RO plant procured for staff room is lying
unused since 25.11.2015.
c. Pit lighting is not available; work should be taken up immediately.
d. Pit extension work for 18 coaches is in progress. Drainage line is not properly laid
and is clogged at many places. Drain inside pit to be located to one side along with
pit line wall so that, drain and man hole do not come in the way of staff examining
coaches in the pit. The existing drainage is accident prone to be shifted at the
earliest.

e. Rake is placed in pit line in such a way that the RTR test could not be conducted. It
should be located properly to enable testing of rake irrespective of placement of
rake.
f. Only one RTR and one SWTR are available. Atleast one more standby set to be
procured.
g. There are 13 vacancies out of 84 sanctioned posts related to maintenance (excluding
ministerial staff). Vacancies to be filled early.
h. Staff deployment for rake examination is inadequate. Per batch 7 staff are booked
out of which 4 examine under gear and 3 staff examine upper gear/coach interior.
This is grossly inadequate. Immediately division should outsource upper gear
maintenance by wet leasing, plumbing, carpentry, trimming works and utilize the
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staff engaged in proper examination of under gear which concerns safety.
55.0

56.0

57.0

ADEN/PAU sub sections i.e., SSE/P.Way/PAU - no records are maintained. All
records / readings are uploaded only in TMS & no records ( as per ESO 01/2013, 6
months records has to be kept with them to show to Inspecting Officials like CTE, CEs,
CSO or PCE) are maintained.
As per TMS records Rail/Weld testing by USFD staff; date of last checking is not
mentioned. However, as per SSE/P.Way/PAU records last rail/weld testing was done
in November’2015. Action taken columns are not updated.
Inspection of Marsul:
a. Sri. Anand Singh, SM and Sri.SambajiVittalBise, APM were in uniform and in
possession of valid competency certificates.
b. Bio-data Register: Sri.Gangadar S, Pointsman is due for PME on 16.04.2016 and
he may be directed for the same on time. None are due for Refresher Course
Training.
c. S&T Failure Register: The following failures are recorded;
,

Month
November 2015
December 2015

Type of Failure
Total
Signal Failure-1
01
Signal Failure-1,LC gate Failure-1 &
03
Track Circuit Failure-1
January 2016
Block Instrument Failure-1
01
February 2016
Track Circuit Failure-1
01
For the above failures failure memos were handed over to S&T staff correctly.
Messages were exchanged properly during the Block instrument failures and entered in
TSR with RED ink. During LC gate failure procedure of NI working was also
followed.
d. Route Cancellation Register: Veedor Counter 003046 is tallied. Time taken for
cancellation is not written.
e. Calling-on Route Cancellation Register: Veedor Counter 001050 is tallied. Time
taken for cancellation is not written.
f. Disconnection and Reconnection Register:
1. On 14.02.2016 at 11.00 hours, disconnection was given for reconditioning
work on Point Nos. 7A and 8B along with Engineering staff. Reconnection was
given at 11.30hours.
2. Similarly, on 13.02.2016 at 11.10hours, disconnection was given for
reconditioning work on Point Nos 13A and 14B along with Engineering staff.
Reconnection was given at 11.40hours.
In both the above cases ‘Track Fit’ memo was not given by the Engineering
Officials which is in violation of SR 3.51.
g. Station Working Rules: SWR No 720 was issued on 17.08.2015 and was brought
into force on 05.9.2015. Traffic LC gate 171/C, mileage is shown as 939/9 to
940/00 but physically located at KMs 939/8-9. This needs to be corrected in Para
2.6 and Appendix ’A’ of the SWR.
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58.0

Inspection of LC Gate N0.171/C at KMs 939/8-9 between MRV-BMF:
a. Sri.Hari Krishna Meena, APM working as Gateman was in uniform and in
possession of valid competency certificate.
b. Bio-data board needs to be updated with the particulars of the staff working at gate.
c. Duty roster should be clearly displayed on the Board.
d. TVUs-1965: Date of Census-10/2014 and O&E was done on 03.11.2015.
e. LC gate 171/C T, Mileage is shown as 939/9 to 940/00 but physically located at
939/8-9. This need to be corrected.
f. Gate window glasses are broken.
g. Borewell is not available.
h. Gate Hooter is not working.

59.0

Inspection of NED:
S&T deficiencies: Dy.SS/NED highlighted the following defects.
a. Sh.12 to R&D line and Sh. 14 to Main line are parallel movements. When signals
are taken off simultaneously, soon after train coming from Sh. 12 touching 26T Sh.
41 is flying back to ‘On’. This was stated to be rectified following CSO inspection
remarks but the problem is reoccurring.
b. On arrival of DN train, if point no. 26 in rear attempted to normalise against the
line, soon after free indication appears, Down main line is locking up and some
areas in panel is blinking. It is being stabilised after 2 minutes of overlap release.
c. Yard Lighting: Goods siding lines 1 & 2 are being utilising for coaching rakes
stabling. Movements to and fro are taking place frequently. It was pointed out by
the staff that lighting arrangement at this area is very poor and facing problem.
Sufficient lighting required to be provided.

No. Safety. 195/BI-MSA/1/2016/PAU
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